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PE182741
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Date reported
5/09/2012

18/02/2014

25/01/2016

8/03/2017

28/09/2017

20/09/2016

Incident Start Date
31/08/2012

18/02/2014

22/01/2016

8/03/2017

28/09/2017

20/09/2016

Incident Start Time
8:00

8:00

5:00

8:00

14:42

11:00

Overall assessment of event

Event outcome

Final Comment

Event not Substantiated

Type of Incident
Sediment

Description of Incident as reported to Environment Canterbury
De‐watering form the quarry pit is happening at a rate exceeding that
authorised by the consent

No. Reports per Day COMPLETE

Activity Date CHECKED

Activity Type

Response

1

Event not Substantiated

Christchurch Ready Mix at their Amberley Beach road site are about to
cart up to 20000 m3 of material from the Waipara River bed over the
coming months on to there site under the resource consent. In the
application for this consent there is a site plan as to where this material
is to be stock piled on their site. The site plan has a limit of how close to
there East boundary being they need to be 50 meters from the
Significant Natural Area that is in the HDC district plan. There is material
from the Waipara stock piled only 10 meters from the SNA . This
material has a heavy loading of weed seed that has grown and seeded
that is only found in the Waipara River bed and this has now spread into
Earthworks/land use the SNA. There was never previously these weeds in the SNA. I would
consents
like for the condition in there resource consent to be enforced and or
they need to get a variation to allow them to stock pile closer to the SNA
but clearly the problems that this cause need to be addressed. I would
also like to have the resource consent for dewatering CRC .looked at
that allows the water to be delivered in to a trench with in 100 meters of
when the water is being pumped from. The trench is 700 meters long, I
do not believe this lawful. The HDC do not allow with there land use
consent for any work to do with quarrying including no passenger
vehicles to happen with in twenty meters of the SNA that is on the East
boundary but the trench has been formed 0 meters from the edge of the
SNA which I believe to be unlawful as well.

1

Event not Substantiated

Noted

Caller phoned on Friday about the hours of operation for a quarry. I've
been searching and can only find three consents marked in the area on
GIS with hours of operation, but I don't think these are related due the
location of the quarry (ref complaint grid reference), but can you please
check? CRC143929, CRC143936 and CRC143938. Caller's main issue is
FJ: ‐ Please refer to Earthworks/land use being woken at 5:00 every morning by Readymix trucks driving down
PE165378
consents
Diversion Road from the quarry. I talked to the caller about how the local
council regulates noise and vibration etc, but that our consents do
sometimes have hours of operation as a condition. They've had the local
council out who directed them our way in reference to a resource
consent. I wonder whether caller needs to be directed back to local
council.

1

Referred Int/Ext

3:01pm 08/03/17 ‐ Called to advise that the Christchurch Ready‐Mix
Concrete Limited Quarry at Diversion Road (Within the Waimakariri River
bed) has been working day and night constantly and has been doing this
for some time. Caller was concerned that this is breaching the consent
Complaint relating
conditions as they had been previously advised that quarry consents
to operations
Earthworks/land use
sometimes have restricted operating hours.
outside Ecan
consents
***Potentially CRC152559 ‐ see condition 24 Works shall:a. only occur
jurisdiction
between the hours of 06:00am and 07:00pm inclusive, Monday to
Friday; b. only occur between the hours of 07:00am and 12:00pm
inclusive on Saturdays; and c. not be carried out on Sundays or public
holidays.***

1

9/03/2017

Pollution ‐
Phone/Email

Called Readymix

Unable to Attend

28/09/17 02:42pm ‐ [Dust from Christchurch Ready‐Mix Concrete
Limited, Hornby] ‐ Caller advised that Ready‐Mix at 126 Branston Street,
Hornby has not been putting sprinklers on to supress the dust. This has
been an ongoing issue, and at time of complaint, the dust is so thick they
cannot see through it. The wind is a gusty NE. Caller is sending in photo
regarding this.

1

24/10/2017

Note

not able to
attend

11:38am 20/09/16 ‐ Customer called to advise that there is concrete
being dumped at the Kettlewell quarry along the West Coast Road. Caller
Rubbish/waste/offal has concern that they do not have consent for this. Caller is happy to
speak with ECan for further details, and requested a call to find out if it is
consented or not.

1

22/09/2016

Phone Call

Result of
inspection

Event not Substantiated

Event not Substantiated

Event not Substantiated

Noted

Noted for the
record

Not able to verify

Dust

PE172671

1/11/2016

1/11/2016

8:00

Event not Substantiated

Provided Education

Mitigation
measures in place
with further time
investment needed

Dust

01/11/2016 ‐ 02:27pm ‐ [Dust from Ready Mix quarry, 53 Kettlewell
Drive, Templeton] ‐ Caller reporting dust from the Ready‐Mix shingle
quarry at 53 Kettlewell Drive. They are meant to keep the road clean.
Foul, sick of it. When trucks turn in, dust and shingle spilling out of
trucks. Same with Fulton Hogan further down the road but Ready‐Mix
worse, billows of dust. Tar sealed, narrow road, not designed for trucks.
Workers living in houses nearby so they don’t complain. Issue everyday.
Today an issue for most of day. Easterly wind.

PE173541

24/01/2017

24/01/2017

18:43

Event not Substantiated

Provided Education

Ready Mix to
increase dust
suppression
activities.

Dust

24/01/17 6.43pm ‐ scale 5
Dust coming out of Readymix quarries. Kettlewell Drive
Unable to see when driving, very dusty. Trucks making it worse.

1

3/11/2016

Pollution ‐ Site Visit

Site inspection

1

25/01/2017

Phone Call

Call to Ready
Mix

